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Follow all the major 
energy issues  
and trends with  
Karel Beckman

The energy transition, the real 
potential of renewables, the 
position of gas in the low-carbon 
economy of the future, the future of 
unconventional gas, climate policies, 
geopolitical developments, “pipeline 
politics”, Big Oil and more.

Get access to  
Brussels Insider by  
Sonja van Renssen

Fascinating interviews and articles 
from one of the most experienced 
journalists in Brussels. Sonja 
zooms in on the complex energy 
issues debated and decided 
upon in the EU capital. She 
explains what’s going on in the 
major Brussels dossiers: on 
gas, market design, emission 
trading, innovation, infrastructure, 
efficiency and more.

PLUS:  
Energy Post Express

This is all the new content from 
Energy Post succinctly outlined, 
in an easy to digest format. This 
ensures you won’t miss anything 
worthwhile that we report on.
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All exclusive material, only accessible to subscribers

Energy Post weekly (EPw)
The online, premium newsletter for professionals who need the big 
picture delivered succinctly from a reliable, independent source.

EPw summarises what is happening and comments on what it means 
in three regular sections, so you never feel you’ve missed out on 
what you need to know.
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THIS wEEk IN ENERGy wATCH

#1 Solar tiles and Powerwall 2 - more 
energy shockers from Elon musk

#2 German-Austrian power union 
falls apart

#3 Sweden goes for 100% 
renewable power

#4 Trump’s climate shock

#5 mckinsey behind the curve  
on energy

THIS wEEk IN bRuSSElS INSIdER

#1 Eu defends decision on OPAl

#2 Europe does not need TTIP for 
uS lNG

THIS wEEk IN EXPRESS 

#1 The future of advanced nuclear

#2 Future of Nord Stream 2: If it’s 
to be stopped, brussels will have 
to do it – no-one else will

#3 Future of utilities: there still is 
time to adapt

#4 The future of mobility

November 4, 2016 - CONTENTS

October 28, 2016 - CONTENTS

THIS wEEk IN ENERGy wATCH

#1 Renewable energy auctions - 
how effective are they?

#2 what to expect from: solar, 
wind and biofuels

#3 How will the Eu gas market 
evolve?

#4 does wind power threaten 
grid stability?

THIS wEEk IN bRuSSElS INSIdER

#1 Energy security updates:

#2 Where do we stand on gas?

#3 What’s coming for electricity?

THIS wEEk IN EXPRESS 

#1 what to think of Guarantees 
of Origin?

#2 what to think of Nord 
Stream 2 and the Eu’s deal with 
Gazprom?

#3 what to think of 100% clean 
energy for the US – and the UAE?

#4 what to think of French versus 
German energy policy?

EvERy wEEk wE PublISH 3 SECTIONS,
EACH ONE PACkEd wITH CONCISE INSIGHTS
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“If we want a cost-effective transition to a low-carbon 
economy, we have to create an internal energy market 
where European rules apply”, says Maroš Šefčovič, the 
European Commission’s Vice President for the Energy 
Union, in an exclusive interview with Energy Post. 
According to Šefčovič, “big parts of our energy market 
are [still] overregulated”. To take a decisive leap towards 
the Energy Union, the Commission has decided to put 
all its energy eggs in one basket and come up with a big 
“winter package” of energy proposals before the end of the 
year. “I made the promise that 2016 would be the year of 
delivery”, says Šefčovič, “and I intend to keep that promise.”

This was a big week for Europe. The EU agreed to ratify 
the Paris Climate Agreement – ahead of individual 
Member States – and thereby ushered in its entry into 
force. After migration, Brexit and the troublesome 
trade agreement with Canada, 
it was embraced as a welcome 
sign of European unity.   

In one of his first in-depth interviews since the 
restructuring of EON, CEO Johannes Teyssen sets out a 
completely new vision of where he sees European energy 
markets and policies going. The future according to 
Teyssen is: distribution much more than transmission; 
state-led renewables auctions and capacity markets, not 
wholesale energy-only markets; carbon taxes or floor 
prices, not carbon trading or emission trading; higher 
energy efficiency targets, not higher renewables targets; 
and a total overhaul of the grid. Teyssen, who only three 
years ago told Energy Post he was opposed to national 
support schemes for renewables and wanted only the 
EU’s Emission Trading System as climate instrument, now 
says he is not much interested anymore in EU “dreams” 
of “a perfect world of an Energy Union with a perfect 

level playing field”: “I’d rather see some low-hanging fruit 
harvested”. His first priority now is “my customers”, the 
second EON. “Politics is a distant third.”

Less than two weeks after EON completed the 
spin-off of its conventional energy arm Uniper, 
Johannes Teyssen, the man who led this first radical 
restructuring of a major European utility company 
shaken by the energy transition, appears to be a 
new man himself. He has a very different vision of 
the future than he displayed 
nearly three years ago in an 
interview we did with him

“I made the promise that 2016 would 
be the year of delivery and I intend to 
keep it”
October 07, 2016

The new EON, the new Johannes 
Teyssen: “The future is state-led 
renewables, stop dreaming of  
perfect Energy Union and Emission 
Trading System”
September 30, 2016

INTERvIEw - Maroš Šefčovič, EU VP Energy Union

INTERvIEw -  Johannes Teyssen, CEO of EON

SNEAk PREvIEw  Take a look at a couple of recent, popular articles 
which we have unlocked to give you an example of what to expect…

Maros Sefcovic - photo: Europe by Satellite
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